Exhibit R-172

Lot B6: National Registry

May 27, 2015

English Translation
REPUBLIC OF COSTA RICA
NATIONAL REGISTRY
SEARCH BY PROPERTY NUMBER
LISTING: 210701---000

PROVINCE: GUANACASTE PROPERTY: 210701 DUPLICATE: CONDOMINIUM
OWNERSHIP: FEE: 000
SEGREGATIONS: NONE
NATURE: PRESERVATION PROJECT OF LAS BAULAS NATIONAL MARINE PARK
LOCATED IN DISTRICT 8-CABO VELAS CANTON 3-SANTA CRUZ OF GUANACASTE PROVINCE
BOUNDARIES:
   NORTH: POCHOTE MAR VISTA ESTATES E. S.A.
   SOUTH: JOCOTE MAR VISTA ESATATES [sic] G. S.A.
   EAST: SAINO MAR VISTA ESTATES F SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
   WEST: INALIENABLE PUBLIC ZONE OF THE MARITIME TERRESTRIAL ZONE

AREA: TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-THREE METERS AND
NINETY-FIVE SQUARE DECIMETERS
PLAN: G-1003293-2005

PROPERTY RECORDS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROPERTY</th>
<th>JOINT OWNERSHIP</th>
<th>REGISTERED IN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-00130543</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>FOLIO REAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASSESSED VALUE: 19,973,000.00 COLONES

OWNER:
STATE-MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 2-100-042014
ESTIMATION OR PRICE: NINETEEN MILLION NINE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-TWO
THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND FORTY COLONES
OWNER OF THE PROPERTY
REGISTRATION: 2015-00120709-01
REGISTRATION DATE: MAY 27, 2015

ANNOTATIONS ON THE PROPERTY: NO
ENCUMBRANCES or LIENS: YES

PROTECTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
REFERENCES: 290-07308-01-0901-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 5024699 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

PROTECTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
REFERENCES: 309-01645-01-0901-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 5031099 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

PROTECTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
REFERENCES: 309-01645-01-0901-002
PROPERTY REFERENCE 5033833 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

PROTECTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
REFERENCES: 312-04658-01-0905-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 5033839 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

PROTECTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
REFERENCES: 386-15831-01-0800-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 00057060 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

ACCESS EASEMENT
REFERENCES: 514-11409-01-0028-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 500130543 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

ACCESS EASEMENT
REFERENCES: 514-11409-01-0028-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 500130543 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: YES
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

ORDINARY LAWSUIT
REFERENCES: 569-77112-01-0001-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 500130543 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: NO
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO

ACCESS AND AQUEDUCT EASEMENT BY COSTA RICAN AQUEDUCT AND SEWAGE INSTITUTE
REFERENCES: 2014-249666-01-0001-001
PROPERTY REFERENCE 500130543 000
PARTIAL PAYMENTS: NO
ANNOTATIONS ON THE ENCUMBRANCE: NO
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